'The path from dreams to success does exist if you have the vision to find it, the courage to
get on to it, and the perseverance to follow it.'

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK - 2019
Global Waves - A Carnival
Yet another mega event in the annals of Delhi World Public School !!!
The International Education Week
hosted by DWPS witnessed a
weeklong celebration from 15th
July 2019 to 20th July 2019, with
enthusiastic participation of
teachers and students in array of
activities like Poster Making,
Collage Making Competition, Folk
tale narration, Mask and Artefacts
making Competition etc. An Inter
School German and French Music

and Cuisine Competition
‘Culturelle Stimmung’ was
organized during the week which
had an overwhelming response
from all reputed schools of Noida.
The linguistic skills of the students

were honed as they could speak

and many more items related to the
countries.
The Chief Guest, Dr. Mahesh
Sharma graced the occasion with
his benign presence. The eminent
guests and delegates from the
embassies of Korea and China
were welcomed with a Hip hop
dance which took them by surprise
followed by the Ribbon cutting
Ceremony and lighting of the lamp
amidst chanting of shlokas. The

about the cultural heritage of the
adopted countries. The students
enjoyed making an array of craft
exhibits like masks, traditional
pots, pasta necklaces, paper craft

mesmerizing music of the
orchestra stole the hearts of the
audience. The Principal, Ms. Jyoti
Arora accorded a cordial welcome
to all the guests and dignitaries.

GREEN HOPE
‘Heal the earth, Heal our Future ’

A Plantation Drive on Earth Day

D

elhi World Public School took an initiative for conservation of environment programme, 'Green Hope', to
reach out to the changing and climatic threat. The unique project showcased planting over 10,000 trees in
the neighbourhood by teachers and students with each one embracing a plant as a friend. The initiative
imbibed a positive thought in the young minds who are the future Eco-warriors.

THE EXTRA MILE!!!

I

t was a proud moment for DWPS, with Principal, Mrs Jyoti Arora, winning the accolade for her noteworthy
initiatives and invaluable contributions in bringing all round development in students.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
"I hear; I forget, I see; I remember, I do; I understand."
The school has always
believed in widening the
horizon of the young
aspirants and enriching
them
with
diverse
experiences,
as
envisioned
by
our
Chairman.
As an
extension of this idea the
month of July saw a
plethora of activities like
Show & Tell, Hand
washing day, Red Day,
Costume Party, Salad
Making
activity,
Lemonade Party, etc that
enabled an integrated
approach
to
early
learning and care.

A Sneak Peek (for the month of August’19)
EYFS WORKSHOP
CTPD FOR CLASSES PRE NURSERY TO I
OLYMPIADS

